1. How were the goals and priorities set for Duke WIN?

Duke WIN began about the time the Duke Forward campaign publicly launched in 2012, providing the backdrop, momentum, and incentive for Duke WIN. We started by examining patterns of alumnae volunteer engagement and financial support through prior university studies, a national expert in women’s philanthropy, a 14-person alumnae task force, an online alumnae survey, alumni data analytics, and national research. Our findings informed a strategic plan, including Duke WIN’s goals and priorities.

2. How can I get more involved and help further Duke WIN’s goals at Duke?

Your visionary gift and volunteer leadership will make Duke stronger and more representative of its alumni and student body. You will also join women across the country who are harnessing their talents and financial resources to bring about positive change.

You can activate change at Duke by:

- **Leading the way through an influential gift.** Contact Duke WIN director Bridget Booher ’82, A.M. ’92, to explore how you can join with other women to make a leadership gift that shapes the future of Duke.

- **Leading the way through a volunteer leadership role.** To find out ways to share your unique perspectives and skills to make Duke even stronger, check out the Volunteer Engagement Opportunities infographics in the appendix, on page 15.

3. Is Duke WIN just about raising money for Duke?

No. Duke WIN is about elevating more women into positions of volunteer and philanthropic leadership. However, the two are strongly linked. Women are underrepresented on Duke’s primary volunteer boards—currently representing 29%. This is partly owing to the correlation between financial support and consideration for board membership—and the fact that Duke alumnae give, on average, less than half as much as alumni.

For more Duke giving statistics, check out the Promoting the Power of Women at Duke infographic on page 10.
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4. Why does Duke’s internal development culture need to change?
Emerging national research and our own alumnae surveys show that philanthropy, like leadership, is not gender neutral. Fundraising paradigms have traditionally favored approaches and motivators that resonate with men. Now Duke is recalibrating its approach to reflect gender differences and engage women more effectively.

Women tend to respond to collaborative giving opportunities and appeals that emphasize personal connectedness to the institution. Men favor more transactional and high-visibility appeals such as access and recognition.

5. This shouldn’t be just a women’s issue. How are we engaging men?
We agree. Enhancing leadership diversity is a community issue. That’s why we’re asking all members of the Duke community—alumni, development officers, faculty, and administrators—to champion volunteer leadership that is more representative of our alumni and student bodies.

We also have assembled a Duke WIN Internal Steering Committee of senior administrators and faculty members—both men and women—to advocate for Duke WIN in their spheres of influence and help inform the work of the Duke WIN Leadership Council.

6. Who at Duke is supporting Duke WIN?
Duke WIN has the support of President Richard H. Brodhead; the Board of Trustees; senior administrators and faculty members from across Duke’s undergraduate, graduate, and professional schools; Student Affairs; Duke Libraries; the Duke Alumni Association; and many other campus partners.

8. How do we involve young alumnae who cannot yet give at the $100K+ level?
We work with members of our Leadership Council, our campus partners, and the wider Duke WIN network to identify and cultivate young women for engagement and philanthropy. For example, our partners include the Young Alumni Leadership Councils, Baldwin Scholars, and the Penny Pilgram George Women’s Leadership Initiative, among others.

9. How is Duke WIN different from Duke Alumni Association’s (DAA) Women’s Forums?
Women’s Forums help connect women to the life of the university and build the pipeline of women leaders that we’re promoting. Duke WIN builds on the vibrant success of DAA’s Women’s Forums to cultivate women who are ready to take the next step into a deeper and more influential relationship with their alma mater.
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10. Can donors give specifically to Duke WIN?
At this point, no. Instead, we want to enhance and expand the ways alumni already give across the university. However, our Duke WIN Leadership Council and other Duke WIN members have expressed an interest in exploring a collective giving model that would amplify the impact of an individual’s giving.

The pilot project called WINGS—WIN Giving Society—brings Duke WIN members together around shared philanthropic interests and provides nimble and robust support for Duke priorities. Our goal is to launch one or two pilot WINGS projects in 2017.

11. Are Duke WIN members encouraged specifically to support women at Duke?
Donors can always choose how they direct their gifts. We work closely with donors to find the most rewarding match between their interests and Duke’s priorities. Our goal is to help donors see the tangible impact their gift has on the broader Duke community of men and women.

12. Will students benefit from Duke WIN?
Yes. There are a number of ways Duke WIN can impact students—immediately and long term. For example:

- **Enhance the student experience:** A 3% increase in the number of alumnae donors giving at higher levels would bring Duke more than $24 million in new gifts. These funds could immediately impact the student experience by starting the next service-learning program, creating new scholarships, or recruiting a brilliant professor to campus.

- **More women to serve as visible role models:** Increasing the visibility of women leaders at Duke can inspire female students to pursue leadership roles at the university and in their personal and professional lives.

- **Duke has the potential for an even stronger trajectory:** Once its volunteer boards and philanthropic leaders represent men and women in equal measure, everyone in the Duke community will benefit. Across all industries and sectors, gender parity on boards results in better returns on investment, more thoughtful conversations about critical issues, and broader stakeholder satisfaction.

13. Are there other examples of successful initiatives from peer institutions and organizations?
Yes. In one year, Dartmouth alumnae raised $14.8 million for their college’s annual fund and undergraduate scholarships. In two years, Women Moving Millions raised $182 million to help women and girls. Duke is among a cohort of institutions and organizations nationwide building a groundswell of support and engagement for women.